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Synonymous substitution rates have been shown to vary among evolutionary lineages of both nuclear and organellar 
genes across a broad range of taxonomic groups. In animals, rate heterogeneity does not appear to be correlated 
across nuclear and mitochondrial genes. In this paper, we contrast substitution rates in two plant groups and show 
that grasses evolve more rapidly than palms at synonymous sites in a mitochondrial, a nuclear, and a plastid gene. 
Furthermore, we show that the relative rates of synonymous substitution between grasses and palms are similar at 
the three loci. The correlation in synonymous substitution rates across genes is particularly striking because the 
three genes evolve at very different absolute rates. In contrast, relative rates of nonsynonymous substitution are not 
conserved among the three genes. 

Introduction 

Over the last decade, numerous examples of sub- 
stitution rate heterogeneity have been found; differences 
in nucleotide substitution rates have been documented 
between evolutionary lineages of nuclear, mitochondrial, 
and plastid genes in both plants and animals (Wu and 
Li 1985; Britten 1986; Vawter and Brown 1986; Li, Tan- 
imura, and Sharp 1987; Hasegawa and Kishino 1989; 
Bousquet et al. 1992; Gaut et al. 1992; Martin, Naylor, 
and Palumbi 1992; Martin and Palumbi 1993; Laroche, 
Li, and Bousquet, 1995). However, relatively little con- 
sideration has been given to whether rate heterogeneity 
is conserved across genes, either within the same ge- 
nome or in other genomes within an organism. 

One particularly striking example of rate variation 
has been observed in the plant plastid rbcL gene (Bous- 
quet et al. 1992; Gaut et al. 1992). This gene has been 
estimated to evolve =5 times faster in members of the 
grass family than in members of the palm family (Gaut 
et al. 1992). Recent work has shown that the nuclear 
gene Adh also evolves more rapidly in grasses than in 
palms at synonymous sites (Gaut et al. 1996). In this 
paper, we investigate whether the mitochondrial atpA 
gene, like the plastid rbcL gene and the nuclear Adh 
gene, evolves significantly faster in grasses than in 
palms. We also test whether relative rates of substitution 
between grasses and palms are similar across the three 
genes. 

Materials and Methods 
DNA Sequencing 

Genomic DNA from three palm species, Phoenix 
reclinata, Calamus usitatus, and Nypa fruticans, was ex- 
tracted by the CTAB method (Doyle and Doyle 1987). 
A 1,250-bp fragment of the mitochondrial atpA gene 
was amplified by PCR for 30 cycles (95°C for 1 min, 
55°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 2 min) using the primers 
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5’-AAGTGGATGAGATCGGTCGAG-3’ at the 5’ end 
and 5’-GGCA’ITCGATCACAGA-3’ at the 3’ end. The 
product was cycle sequenced using the original primers 
and several internal primers, details of which are avail- 
able from the authors. The reactions were read on an 
ABI 370 machine. The sequences have been deposited 
in GenBank as U58831 (P. reclinatu), U58832 (C. usi- 
tutus), and U58833 (N. fruticans). The other atpA, rbcL, 
and Adh sequences used in this study were taken from 
GenBank: atpA sequences from maize (ZOOO26), rice 
(X51422), wheat (X15918), and Brassica napus 
(X56008); rbcL sequences from P. reclinatu (M81814), 
C. usitatus (M33525), N. fruticans (M81813), maize 
(Z11973), rice (X15901), wheat (D00206) and Brussica 
oleracea (M88342); Adhl sequences from maize 
(L23548) and rice (X16296); Adh2 sequences from 
maize (X0 1965) and rice (Xl 6297); and Adh sequences 
from P. reclinatu (U58362), C. usitutus (U58363), and 
potato (M25 154). 

RNA Editing 

RNA editing is a potential complication in the anal- 
ysis of plant mitochondrial and chloroplast genes. This 
is a process in which certain C nucleotides in the pri- 
mary transcript are changed to U; the reverse process 
has also been observed, but it is rare (Araya et al. 1994). 
This raises two problems: first, caution must be taken to 
ensure that either all edited sites are excluded from an 
analysis, or that there is no mixing of genomic and 
cDNA sequences in a data set (Bowe and depamphilis 
1996); second, certain mutations which would normally 
be nonsynonymous may be synonymous in an edited 
gene. All the atpA and rbcL sequences used in this study 
were sequenced from genomic DNA. Editing in rbcL 
has never been observed and the atpA gene is subject 
to relatively little editing. In the three taxa for which 
editing has been studied in the atpA gene there are three 
sites in sugar beet, four in Oenotheru, and seven in 
wheat. However, only four of these sites are shared 
across taxa, which suggests that the identities of edited 
sites are not highly conserved. Due to this lack of con- 
servation, we have chosen not to exclude any of the five 
sites which are known to be edited in sugar beet, Oe- 
notheru, or wheat which lie within the sequence ampli- 
fied and analyzed by us; three of these are nonsynony- 
mous changes and two leave the amino acid unaltered. 
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FIG. l.-The phylogeny estimated from the atpA sequences for 
(A) synonymous and (B) nonsynonymous differences. Bootstrap values 
are given in italics. 

At only one of these sites (nucleotide 971) is there any 
variation across the taxa studied. At this site, wheat and 
the three palm species have a C, whereas rice, maize, 
and rape have a T. It is important to appreciate that ed- 
ited sites will only affect the estimation of the non- 
synonymous substitution rate. 

Statistical Analyses 

A genealogy of the sequences was estimated by the 
neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei 1987) with 
distances estimated by Nei and Gojobori’s (1986) meth- 
od as implemented in the computer package MEGA 
(Kumar, Tamura, and Nei 1993). Confidence in the to- 
pology was assessed by bootstrapping the data 100 
times. For all other calculations, the numbers of syn- 
onymous and nonsynonymous substitutions were esti- 
mated by Nei and Gojobori’s (1986) method I. The av- 
erage distances along the palm and grass lineages were 
calculated by the equation D, = (D,, + D,, - D&/2, 
where D,, is the average pairwise distance between each 
palm species and each grass species and D,, (or D,,) is 
the average pairwise distance from the grass (or palm) 
species to the outgroup. The outgroups were B. nupus 
for atpA, B. olerucea for &CL, and potato for Adh. The 

Table 1 
Relative-Rate Tests at the atpA Locus 

P. re- C. usi- N. frut- 
clinata tutus icans Maize Rice Wheat 

P. reclinata . . C N M*** R** w*** 

C. usitatus . . . P N M*** R* w** 
N. fruticans . . N N M*** R* We** 

Maize. . . . . . . P C N M” M 
Rice . . . . . . . . P C N* M W 
Wheat. . . . . . . P C N W* We”” 

standard error for the average distance was estimated 
bootstrapping sequences over codons 100 times. 

Results 

bY 

We have sequenced the mitochondrial utpA gene 
from three palm species: Nypu fruticuns, Phoenix recli- 
nutu, and Culumus usitutus. These data have been com- 
bined with published utpA sequences from three grass- 
es-maize, rice, and wheat-and an outgroup sequence 
from oilseed rape, Brussicu nupus. Figure 1 shows the 
neighbor-joining tree for synonymous and nonsynony- 
mous substitutions separately. Although the branching 
order is poorly resolved within the grasses and palms, 
branch lengths suggest that the palm sequences have 
evolved more slowly than the grass sequences at syn- 
onymous sites. There appears to be little difference be- 
tween the two taxonomic groups at nonsynonymous 
sites. 

We tested for differences in substitution rates by 
applying maximum-likelihood relative-rate tests (Muse 
and Gaut 1994) to the utpA sequences (table 1). Similar 
results were obtained using Tajima’s (1993) relative-rate 
test (data not shown). The test results indicate that all 
three grass species evolve significantly faster than all 
three palm species at synonymous sites. There is also 
some indication that synonymous substitution rates dif- 
fer within the grasses, since the relative-rate test be- 
tween maize and rice is significant at the 5% level. How- 
ever, the comparison between maize and rice is not sig- 
nificant after a correction for multiple comparisons. In 
contrast, there are few significant nonsynonymous rate 
differences between any of the taxa studied, although 
the palms do appear to be evolving slightly faster than 
the grasses. The results of the pairwise relative-rate tests 
are substantiated by the relative-rate test of Li and Bous- 
quet (Li and Bousquet 1992; Gaut et al. 1996), which 
compares evolutionary rates between groups of sequenc- 
es, taking into account the covariances between se- 
quences. On average, grasses are evolving significantly 
faster than palms at synonymous sites (2 = 3.27, P < 
O.OOOl), whereas grasses are evolving slightly but not 
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FIG. 2.-A, Absolute rates of synonymous substitution between 
rice and maize (hatched), and C. usitutus and P. reclinatu (solid) ex- 
pressed as the number of synonymous substitutions per site per year 
(X lOlo). B, The average synonymous site divergence along the grass 
(to maize, rice, and wheat) and palm (to C. usitutus, P. reclinatu, and 
N. fruticuns) lineages from the point at which the two groups diverged. 
C, The average nonsynonymous divergence along grass (to maize and 
rice) and palm (to C. usitutus and P. reclinutu ) lineages from the point 
at which the two groups diverged. 

significantly slower than palms at nonsynonymous sites 
(2 = -1.10, P = 0.14). 

It is possible to increase the power of this test using 
a dicot outgroup for the chloroplast and mitochondrial 
genes. (A dicot outgroup cannot be used for the nuclear 
Adh gene because synonymous sites are saturated with 
respect to the outgroup.) The average synonymous dis- 
tances along the grass and palm lineages from the com- 
mon ancestor are shown in figure 2B. As before, grasses 
are estimated to evolve considerably faster than palms 
in both genes; the ratio of the rates is now estimated to 
be -2.6 in the rbcL gene and -7.4 in the utpA gene. 
However, these ratios are not significantly different (x2 
= 2.09, df = 1, P = 0.85; ratio statistics given in table 
2). Again, utpA and rbcL appear to have similar relative 
rate differences between the palms and the grasses. 

The plastid rbcL gene has been sequenced from the The picture for nonsynonymous substitution rates 
three palm taxa and the three grass taxa for which atpA is rather different (fig. 2C). As expected, the nuclear 
sequence is available. Nuclear Adh genes have been se- genes evolve faster than the chloroplast gene, which 
quenced from two of the three palm taxa and two of the evolves faster than the mitochondrial gene (Wolfe, Li, 
grass taxa. Figure 2A shows the estimated absolute rates and Sharp 1987). However, the differences in rate be- 
of synonymous substitutions for these genes from each tween palms and grasses are much reduced relative to 
of the three plant genomes: plastid (&CL), nucleus the rate differences at synonymous sites; the grass se- 
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(Adh), and mitochondrion (atpA). Absolute rates are cal- 
culated assuming that rice diverged from maize 50 MYA 
(Stebbins 1950; Wolfe, Li, and Sharp 1989) and that C. 
usitutus diverged from P. reclinatu 60 MYA (Daghlian 
198 1; Muller 198 1). Rate estimates are given for two 
paralagous grass Adh genes. The grass Adh duplication 
appears to have occurred after the divergence of the 
palm and grass families but prior to the divergence of 
grass species (Gaut et al. 1996; Morton, Gaut, and Clegg 
1996). 

In plants, nuclear genes evolve faster than chloro- 
plast genes, which evolve faster than mitochondrial 
genes (Wolfe, Li, and Sharp 1987). Our absolute syn- 
onymous rate estimates concur with this result (fig. 2A). 
However, in each case the grass gene evolves signifi- 
cantly faster than the palm gene (fig. 2A). At synony- 
mous sites, the grass sequences are estimated to evolve 
-3.7-fold faster than palms at the rbcL locus, -2.5-fold 
faster than palms in Adh loci and -6.7-fold faster than 
palms at the utpA locus. To test whether these ratios are 
different, we have calculated a related statistic x1/(x1 + 
x2) for the three genes, where x1 is the synonymous site 
divergence between maize and rice, and x2 is the syn- 
onymous site divergence between P. reclinutu and C. 
usitutus. (We use this statistic rather than the more ob- 
vious logarithm of the ratio, because some of the boot- 
strapped utpA samples have zero divergence between P. 
reclinutu and C. usitutus and therefore the logarithm of 
the ratio is undefined.) The mean and standard error of 
this statistic, as estimated by bootstrapping the data 100 
times, are given in table 2. Using this “relative-ratio 
test,” we do not detect any significant difference among 
these ratios (x2 = 3.13, df = 2, P = 0.79, excluding 
Adh2; x2 = 4.7 1, df = 2, P = 0.91 excluding Adhl; 
two tests are required since the x1/(x1 + x2) values for 
Adhl and Adh2 are not independent), suggesting that the 
relative rates of synonymous substitution between palms 
and grasses are similar in the three loci. This is remark- 
able given the very different absolute rates of synony- 
mous substitution in the three genes. 
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Table 2 
Relative-Ratio Statistics 

rbcL Adhl Adh2 atpA 

Synonymous sitesa. . . . . . . 0.749 (0.065) 0.686 (0.054) 0.654 (0.052) 0.855 (0.079) 
Synonymous site@. . . . . . . 0.729 (0.063) NC” NC 0.882 (0.085) 
Nonsynonymous sites . . . . 0.680 (0.100) 0.55 1 (0.090) 0.684 (0.068) 0.257 (0.122) 

NOTE.-All cells contain estimates of x,/(x, + x2) and its standard error (in parentheses). The definitions of xi and x2 
vary by row. 

a In this row, xi is delined as the synonymous site distance between maize and rice atpA sequences, and x2 is defined 
as the synonymous site distance between P. reclinata and C. usitatus atpA sequences. 

b In this row, xi is defined as the average synonymous site distance along the grass lineage (including maize, rice, and 
wheat) from the point at which grasses and palms diverged. The parameter x2 represents the average synonymous site 
distance along the palm lineage (including C. &tutus, P. reclinata, and N. fruticans) from the point at which palms and 
grasses diverged. 

c NC = not calculated, because of saturation of synonymous sites. 
d In this row, xi is defined as the average nonsynonymous distance to maize and rice from the point at which grasses 

and palms diverged. The parameter x2 represents the average nonsynonymous distance to C. usitatus and P. reclinata from 
the point at which grasses and palms diverged. 

quences are estimated to evolve -2.0-fold faster than 
palms at the rbcL locus, -1.2-fold faster at the Adhl 
locus, -2.2-fold faster at the Adh2 locus, and -0.36- 
fold (i.e., l/2.8) faster than palms at atpA. Grasses 
evolve significantly faster than palms at only the rbcL 
and Adh2 loci. The relative-ratio test is significant for 
the nonsynonymous rates between grasses and palms (x2 
= 7.31, df = 2, P = 0.03, excluding Adh2; x2 = 10.0, 
df = 2, P < 0.01, excluding Adhl; ratio statistics and 
their standard errors are given in table 2). Thus, corre- 
lation in nucleotide substitution rates among the three 
genes is limited to synonymous substitutions. 

Discussion 

Rates of synonymous substitution have been shown 
to vary among evolutionary lineages of both plants 
(Bousquet et al. 1992; Gaut et al. 1992) and animals 
(Wu and Li 1985; Britten 1986; Vawter and Brown 
1986; Li, Tanimura, and Sharp 1987; Hasegawa and 
Kishino 1989; Martin, Naylor, and Palumbi 1992; Mar- 
tin and Palumbi 1993). However, rate heterogeneity be- 
tween evolutionary lineages has never been shown to be 
correlated across genes from different genomes in ani- 
mals; in fact, the demonstration of uncorrelated rates 
between the mitochondrion and the nucleus of sea ur- 
chins and mammals was used to argue against a uni- 
versal molecular clock (Vawter and Brown 1986). Other 
data appear to confirm this result in mammals. Primates 
and artiodactyls have evolved at very similar rates in 
nuclear genes at synonymous sites (Li, Tanimura, and 
Sharp 1987; Bulmer, Wolfe, and Sharp 1991), whereas 
artiodactyls have evolved significantly slower in mito- 
chondrial genes in terms of transversions (transition 
rates could not be estimated reliably) (Hasegawa and 
Kishino 1989). Likewise, humans appear to have 
evolved more slowly than chimpanzees in nuclear genes 
at synonymous sites (Li, Tanimura, and Sharp 1987), but 
faster in mitochondrial genes at synonymous sites (Ada- 
chi and Hasegawa 1996). (It should be noted that Li, 
Tanimura, and Sharp [ 19871 examined a variety of se- 
quences both coding and noncoding, mitochondrial and 
nuclear. For nuclear genes, four out of four genes which 

showed a difference evolved faster at synonymous sites 
in the chimpanzee lineage than in the human lineage [P 
= 0.061. The mean difference in the synonymous site 
distance from an outgroup to the chimpanzee and human 
lineages was also close to being significant at 0.78 + 
0.47 substitutions per 100 sites.) 

The discrepancy between the animal results and 
those presented here may simply reflect heterogeneity in 
the causes of rate variation. Alternatively, these results 
may represent a fundamental disparity between plants 
and animals. In both plants and animals, mitochondria 
and chloroplasts are almost exclusively transmitted 
through the female germ-line, whereas nuclear genes are 
transmitted via both male and female germ-lines. This 
sexual asymmetry is probably of little consequence in 
plants, because plants are generally bisexual and plant 
genomes share many somatic cell divisions prior to the 
formation of gametes. However, this sexual asymmetry 
is pronounced in animals and can have dramatic effects. 
For example, there is evidence to suggest that most 
mammalian nuclear mutations occur in the male germ- 
line (Miyata et al. 1987; Shimmin, Chang, and Li 1993; 
Chang et al. 1994), whereas most mitochondrial muta- 
tions likely occur in the female germ-line (although oc- 
casional paternal inheritance permits some mutations to 
come from the male germ-line [Gyllensten et al. 1991; 
Zouros et al. 19921). The greater independence of nu- 
clear and organellar genes in animals makes it less likely 
that correlations in substitution rates between genomes 
will be either generated or detected. 

Even with limited sexual asymmetry, it is not clear 
why synonymous substitution rates are correlated among 
genes from the three plant genomes. There are two gen- 
eral explanations for this correlation: selection and mu- 
tation. One can think of at least two selective scenarios 
which could produce correlated rates of evolution across 
genes from different genomes: a change in the environ- 
ment and a change in the effective population size. 
Many factors can also affect mutation rates, including 
replication fidelity (B&ten 1986), the frequency of DNA 
damage (Martin and Palumbi 1993), the rate of germ- 
line replication (Li, Tanimura, and Sharp 1987), and the 
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efficiency of DNA repair (Britten 1986). The first ex- 
planation seems unlikely, since the nucleus and chlo- 
roplast have different DNA polymerases (Sala et al. 
1981). It is difficult to discount any of the other possi- 
bilities. 

Variation in the frequency of DNA replication, the 
generation time effect, appears to provide a simple ex- 
planation for correlated rates of synonymous substitu- 
tion among mitochondrion, plastid, and nuclear ge- 
nomes, because each cell division must be accompanied 
by at least one division of each genome. The extent to 
which the replication of the three genomes is coordi- 
nated is not known. Chloroplast replication must be in- 
dependent to a certain extent since there is a variation 
in the number of chloroplasts between tissue types 
(Heinhorst and Cannon 1993). However, replication 
within a tissue may be highly coordinated; in a cell cul- 
ture system, Infante and Weissbach (1990) observed that 
every chloroplast and mitochondrial genome appeared 
to replicate once, and only once, for each cell division. 

Synonymous substitution rates in the plastid &CL 
gene are correlated with generation time (Gaut et al. 
1992), suggesting that the generation time effect may 
affect substitution rates in plants. However, the frequen- 
cy of DNA replication is a function of both generation 
time and the number of cell divisions per generation; 
although grasses have shorter generation times than 
palms, they probably have fewer cell divisions per gen- 
eration. It therefore remains unclear whether palms ul- 
timately go through fewer DNA replications per year, 
and the effect of generation time on synonymous sub- 
stitution rates in plants is uncertain. 

The pattern of substitution rates at nonsynonymous 
sites is different from that at synonymous sites. In only 
two of the genes do grasses evolve significantly faster 
than palms. This variation in nonsynonymous relative 
rates is also observed among genes within a genome. 
For example, some liverwort mitochondrial genes ap- 
pear to evolve much more slowly than others when com- 
pared to angiosperms (Laroche and Bousquet 1995). 
Some of this variation in nonsynonymous substitution 
rates may be due to variation in the identities of edited 
sites. Although there appears to be little editing in the 
atpA gene and Laroche and Bousquet (1995) removed 
known edited sites from their analysis, the identities of 
edited sites are poorly conserved (see Materials and 
Methods). 

In the four genes we have considered, relative rate 
differences at nonsynonymous sites are also less pro- 
nounced than relative rate differences at synonymous 
sites. This observation is consistent with what is seen in 
mammalian sequences, which also exhibit greater rela- 
tive rate differences at synonymous sites than at non- 
synonymous sites. For example, averaged over 21 genes, 
rodents appear to have evolved on average -2.6 times 
faster than primates at synonymous sites, but only - 1.9 
times faster than primates at nonsynonymous sites (Li, 
Tanimura, and Sharp 1987; Ohta 1993). Both Li, Tani- 
mura, and Sharp (1987) and Ohta (1993) point out that 
this is consistent with a slightly deleterious model of 
protein evolution in which synonymous substitutions are 

neutral. They posit that the relative rate difference at 
nonsynonymous sites is less pronounced because many 
slightly deleterious mutations can be fixed in primates 
which-cannot be fixed in rodents because of their large 
population size. Alternatively, amino acid substitution 
may not be mutation limited,- but may instead be driven 
by environmental change. Our results are consistent with 
either of these explanations. 

Although the cause of the correlated rates of syn- 
onymous site evolution remains unclear, it is striking 
that synonymous substitution rates are correlated across 
three loci from three different genomes which vary tre- 
mendously in their rates of nucleotide substitution 
(Wolfe, Li, and Sharp 1987). As more data accumulate, 
it will be of great interest to assess the generality of 
synonymous substitution rate correlations among plant 
genomes. 
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